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Introduction 

This paper suggests that expression may be a notion that can span both the high level of felt life and 

the immediate level of action. Therefore it is worth exploring not only how the notion of expression can 

be further grounded philosophically and theoretically in the field of interaction design, but also how 

expression can be articulated as a design ideal (Storm et al., to be published) to be confronted in 

design practice. These challenges are the central focus of my current work (forthcoming PhD thesis), 

and focal points for discussion that I would like to bring to the table at the symposium.  

The paper will identify the research problem of connecting aesthetics and interaction, and 

present a case study, in which expression as a design ideal was challenged in the making of a cultural 

heritage exhibition about the young generations of digital natives. 

 

Connecting action and aesthetics 

Applying aesthetics in interaction design has reframed how rich experience with technology is 

conceptualized (Forlizzi and Battarbee 2004; McCarthy and Wright 2004). It has also shifted the 

interaction ideal from transparency (Bardram and Bertelsen 1995; Weiser and Brown 1996) towards 

awareness of actions (Krogh et al. 2009; Petersen et al. 2004). When designing interaction from this 

perspective, the experiencer, traditionally defined as the user, needs to be understood holistically, by 

taking into account the relations between emotions, sensations and reflections (McCarthy and Wright 

2004). 

The encompassing nature of pragmatist aesthetics, and the rich experiential frameworks that 

build upon it, has lead to discussions of how the complex relationship between aesthetics and 

interaction can be dealt with in design practice (Blythe et al. 2006; Stolterman 2008; Zimmerman et al. 

2009).  

Lim et al. (2007) point out, that aesthetics of interaction is often approached from a high level 

experiential perspective more than on the immediate level, e.g. related to the direct actions of humans 

(Lim et al. 2007: 6). While some contributions deal directly with aspects of action including movement 

(T. Djajadiningrat et al. 2007), touch (Schiphorst 2009) and rhythm (Löwgren 2009), there is still a need 

for understanding how the immediate level of action relates to the higher level of felt life (McCarthy 

and Wright 2004) and aesthetics experience.  

 

Pragmatist philosophy in interaction design 

As the aim of experience oriented research in interaction design (Wright and McCarthy 2010) has 

expanded (Bødker 2006) to promote aesthetic experiences (Fors and Stolterman 2003; Shusterman 

2000), pragmatist philosophy has been applied as a grounding perspective in a variety of 

contributions (Dalsgaard 2009; Löwgren and Stolterman 2004; McCarthy and Wright 2004; Petersen et 

al. 2004). 

Lim et al. argue that pragmatist philosophy “inclusive and comprehensive, becomes too ideal 

and rich to be handled in practice” (Lim et al. 2007: 6) and instead suggests focusing on the interplay 
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between the artefact’s attributes and the user experiences as an interaction gestalt - an intermediate 

layer that “emerges in-between people and digital artifacts” (Lim et al. 2007: 7). Though the 

introduction of a meta-layer between action and experience does not bridge the gap between the 

emerging experiential qualities (Löwgren and Stolterman 2004: 101) and interaction in an explicit 

way.  

 

Aesthetics of interaction 

In order to connect action and aesthetics, Petersen et al. (2004) point out that the aesthetic experience 

from a pragmatic perspective cannot be seen as qualities inherent in the artefact, but must be 

understood as emerging qualities: “Thus it becomes meaningless to think of aesthetics of artifacts in 

themselves. They might contain an aesthetic potential, but its release is dependent on context and 

use” (Petersen et al. 2004: 3). This view is supported by Djajadiningrat et al. (2000) who suggest that 

“the emphasis should shift from a beautiful appearance to beautiful interaction, of which beautiful 

appearance is a part” (J. P. Djajadiningrat et al. 2000: 2).  

By approaching aesthetics as emerging qualities of actions, the notions of aesthetic and 

interaction become connected. Though there is still a need for articulating, conceptualizing and 

clarifying this relationship in order not only to inform design research, but also to transform design 

practice (Brandt and Binder 2007). 

 

Current focus of inquiry 

My research focus is to ground the notion of expression (Dewey 1934) in the field of aesthetic 

interaction design, as a way of conceptualizing the aesthetics of interaction. Bardzell (2009) points out 

that aesthetics cannot simply be applied as an additional layer to rational HCI, since the philosophical 

tradition needs to be taken into account. He further argues that aesthetic interaction research is “still 

working itself through a liminal state of being neither true to its origins (in aesthetics, philosophy, and 

critical theory) nor particularly grounded in its destination (i.e., robustly integrated into the core theories 

and practices of our field).” (Bardzell 2009: 2). 

 Therefore the current focus of my inquiry is to ground the notion of expression theoretically in 

pragmatism and turn the conceptualizations into design ideals (Storm et al., to be published) for 

application in design practice. 

 

The Digital Natives project 

Digital Natives was an exhibition experiment about, and in collaboration with, young people who 

have grown up in a digital age (Smith et al. 2011). The research project explored the culture and 

identity of these young people and experimented with new way of communicating their culture in 

exhibition contexts. The project resulted in an exhibition running at the Aarhus Art Building in 

December 2011 as the culmination of a long-term participatory design process between researchers 

and digital natives. In this collaborative design process expression as a design ideal was confronted in 

the making of Portraits (Storm et al., to be published). 

  

Preliminary case study: Portraits 

Portraits is an interactive video installation, that invites participants to explore the world of a girl and 

her passion about books, and a boy and his fondness for photographing. Two young girls from the 

Digital Natives project created the films, giving a personal glimpse into the dreams and self-
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representations of the young generation. The installation was placed in an intimate darkened room in 

which one of the walls consisted of a back projected image facing a similar sized mirror. While the 

visitors explored the installation by walking around in front of the projected image, the video was split 

into small pieces and remixed in real time. The intensity of the audience’ movements controlled the 

timing and selection of clips, playback speed and colouring of the visuals, ranging from subtle 

movements to energetic outbursts. 

By these means ‘Portraits’ reflected and challenged the relationship between the visitor and 

the digital natives, leaving the participants with an impression of the digital natives’ passions instead of 

factual answers. 

 

Findings and future work 

From the design experiment (Binder and Redström 2006) the framed problem setting (Schön 1983: 18)  

of introducing expression as a design ideal was challenged in practice. The exploration pointed 

towards implications for design on several levels.  

First of all communicating expression as a design ideal in a multi-disciplinary setting requires a 

pragmatic and accessible vocabulary that the current experiential frameworks do not yet offer. 

Secondly, introducing the design ideal in a cultural heritage context opened up for free interpretation 

and open-ended actions, which contrasted with the tradition of communicating within museums. The 

expressive design ideal also lead to surprising and insightful clashed between the young people who’s 

identity were at risk, and the professional practices (Schön 1983) of designers and researcher.  

Furthermore expression as a design ideal blurred the borders between what is traditionally 

described as designers and users, and lead to conceptual reframing of not just ways of interacting, but 

also the actors involved. These findings will further be explore and grounded theoretically and 

philosophically in the forthcoming PhD thesis. 
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